
THE			TURN			SEQUENCE		
Darker			Millennium		  is   played   over   a   series   of   turns   with  
each   turn   split   up   into   several   phases.   Both   players   will  
typically   take   action   during   each   phase,   with   the   exact  
order   being   determined   by   the   First   Player   designation  
and   the   speci�ic   steps   in   that   phase.  
 

1) Command			Phase		
Determine   First   Player,   ready   detachments   in  
reserve,   generate   command   pools,   activate  
units,   and   issue   orders.  
 

2) Psychic			Phase		 
[The			Psychic			Phase			will			be			implemented			in			a		
future			version			of			the			rules.]		
 

3) Action			Phase		
Players   resolve   the   actions   for   each   of   their  
units.   The   Action   Phase   is   broken   up   into   6  
sub-phases,   with   play   alternating   in   each  
sub-phase.   Units   targeted   by   an   enemy   action  
before   they   have   acted   may   attempt   to   react.  
 
Movement			Sub-phases		

I. Any   compulsory   moves   are   resolved.  
II. Units   with   Run   orders   are   moved.  

III. Units   with   Advance   orders   are   moved.  
 

Combat			Sub-phases		
IV. Units   with   Fire   orders   may   shoot.  
V. Units   with   Advance   orders   may   shoot.  

VI. Close   combats   are   resolved.  
 

4) Onslaught			Phase		
Players   that   Seize   the   Initiative   generate   a   new  
command   pool   and   activate   units   as   in   the  
Command   Phase.   All   of   the   same   sub-phases   as  
the   Action   Phase   are   resolved   again.   Units   have  
a   harder   time   reacting.  

 
THE			COMMAND			PHASE		
During  the  Command  Phase,  planning  is  key.  Players  will          
take  the  role  of  their  commanders  and  make  most  of  the            
tactical  decisions  that  will  affect  how  the  rest  of  the  turn            
plays   out.   There   are   four   steps   in   the   Command   Phase:  
 

1. Determine   First   Player.  
2. Ready   detachments.  
3. Generate   command   pools.  
4. Activate   units   and   issue   orders.  

 
DETERMINING			FIRST			PLAYER		
At  the  start  of  the  turn,  both  sides  roll  a  d6  and  add  their               
army’s strategy		rating	.  Each  faction’s  base  strategy  rating  	       
is  located  in  the  Strategy  section  of  that  faction’s          
codex—note,  however,  that  this  number  can  sometimes  be         
modi�ied   by   the   abilities   of   certain   models   in   the   army.  
 

If  one  player  rolls  a natural		6	 and  their  opponent  does  not,      	       
that	 	player	 	wins	 	the	 	roll	 	automatically	,  regardless  of 	 	 	 	 	    
strategy  rating  modi�iers.  If  both  players  roll  natural  6’s,          
use  the  modi�ied  results  as  normal.  Re-roll  any  ties  until           
there   is   a   winner.  
 
The  winner  of  this  roll  decides  whether  they  will  be  First            
Player  or  whether  they  will  designate  their  opponent  as          
the  First  Player.  This  comes  with  both  advantages  and          
disadvantages,  as  you  will  see  after  playing  a  few  games!           
Sometimes  it’s  better  to  remain  �lexible  and  wait  until  after           
the  opponent  issues  their  orders  before  deciding  how  to          
respond,  while  other  times  you  prefer  to  shoot  �irst  when           
both  sides  have  stationary  units  prepared  to  �ire,  as  just           
one  example.  Balancing  these  tactical  considerations  is  an         
important  decision  you  have  to  make  as  a  commander  each           
turn   in   which   you   win   the   roll   to   decide.  
 
READYING			DETACHMENTS		
At  the  beginning  of  a  battle,  neither  player’s  armies  are  yet            
deployed  to  the  table.  Their  forces  are  said  to  be  in            
reserve	,  moving  up  to  positions  that  are  still  out  of           
effective  range  of  the  enemy  guns,  or  en  route  to  the            
rallying   points.  
 
During  this  step  of  the  Command  Phase,  the  First  Player           
chooses  one  of  their  detachments  in  reserve,  and  declares          
it   is    readied	.   Their   opponent   then   does   the   same.  
 
A  readied  detachment  is  one  that  is  waiting  just  outside  the            
engagement  zone  and  is  prepared  to  storm  the  �ield  as           
soon  as  the  order  is  given,  or  which  has  units  already  on             
the  battle�ield.  During  the  next  step  of  the  Command          
Phase,  players  only  generate  command  pools  for  readied         
detachments,  not  for  detachments  that  are  still  in  reserve.          
In  smaller  games,  this  means  both  forces  have  the  chance           
to  deploy  completely  during  the  �irst  turn.  In  larger  battles,           
the  violence  will  escalate  incrementally  turn-by-turn  as        
more   detachments   arrive   to   take   part   in   the   �ighting.  
 
GENERATING			COMMAND			POOLS		
Each  detachment  has  a  number  of command		dice	 listed  on       	    
its  organizational  chart.  At  this  step  in  the  Command          
Phase,  players  now  roll  the  command  dice  for  each  of  their            
readied  detachments.  The  results  of  this  roll  form  the          
command	 	pool	—these  are  dice  that  you  can  assign  to 	         
various  purposes,  such  as activating	  your  units,  which         
allows  you  to  order  them  directly  or  allows  leaders  to  issue            
orders   to   other   units   nearby.   
 
Some  results  can  instead  be  used  to  gain command	        	
points	,  a  resource  used  for  special  abilities  called         
stratagems	, which  represent  tactical  tricks  and  exploits 	       
that   can   give   you   an   advantage   over   your   enemy.  
 
The  rarest  results  in  the  command  pool  will  allow  you  to            
reliably  interrupt  your  opponent’s  actions  or  even  to         
activate  some  units  twice  in  the  same  turn!  See  the  table  on             
the   opposite   page   for   more   detailed   explanations.  
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